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Xiamen & Yongding Tulou Villages Tour - 4 Days
In Xiamen, wander around the meandering lanes in Gulangyu, an island packed with colorful colonial villas and gardens. You will also explore the
Tulou villages, which consist of vast and fortified earthen houses that have been home to both Hakka and local people since Song dynasty.

Date Destinations Attractions, Meals & Transport

1 Day 1 Xiamen airport transfer in Xiamen

2 Day 2 Xiamen - Nanjing -
Yongding (by automobile)

private transfer of Xiamen/Nanjing/Yongding
breakfast, lunch

Today, take a 3-hour car ride to Nanjing to visit the World Cultural Heritage Site -
Tianluokeng Tulou Cluster. Seen from the hill above, you'll find the architectural miracle
looks like a table of Chinese dishes, nicknamed 'four dishes with one soup'. Afterwards,
stroll around the Yuchang Mansion and the Taxia Village.

Later, drive to Yongding.

3 Day 3 Yongding - Xiamen
(by automobile)

private transfer from Yongding to Xiamen
breakfast, lunch

In the morning, explore the Yongding Tulou Culture Village, one of the best-known
groups of Fujian Tulou. Among those Tulou clusters, you'll find the 'Prince of Earthen
Buildings' the Zhencheng Mansion, 'Mini' ones like Rusheng Mansion, 'Palace-like' Quiju
Mansion, and other Tulous in all forms and shapes as well.

Afterwards, take a car ride back to Xiamen.

4 Day 4 Xiamen

airport transfer in Xiamen
breakfast, lunch

Today, take a short ferry ride to the Gulangyu Island. Gulangyu boasts plenty of colonial
villas, seaside gardens, and meandering alleys. It is also famous for hosting China's only
piano museum, giving it the nickname of "Piano Island" or "The Island of Music".

Later, transfer to the airport.

Service ends.

Tour Includes :

-- Private Tour guide

-- Private air-conditioned car or coach

-- Land transfers between airport or railway station and hotel

-- Entrance tickets as listed

-- Lunch as listed

-- Hotel accommodations with breakfast

-- Service charge & government taxes

Tour Excludes :

-- International flights with airport tax

-- Personal expenses such as laundry, drinks, fax fee, phone bills, optional activities

-- Tip for guides and drivers

-- China Visa

-- Travel insurance

About Shopping or No-shopping Tours

Since October, 2013, CITS offers truly alternative prices of tours with or without shopping. Exceptionally, some tours only have one type price,
such as seat-in-coach, hiking, self-driving and luxury tours, etc. Click here know more details.


